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ENGLISH
SINBO SSI 6612
STEAM IRON
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Parts description
1. Handle
2. Spray button
3. Water inlet
4. Thermal isolation plate
5. Cord Guard
6. Water tank
7. Temperature adjustable
8. Steam adjusting knob
9. Pilot light

Instruction Manual
Make yourself familiar with the your new dry steam iron according to the description.
Pay attention to the sale guards; they shall assist you to avoid accidents and damages.

Important Safeguards
* Connect steam iron whit a correctly installed power point (220-240V). Make sure that
the voltage of your steam iron is in accordance with the voltage of your power supply.
* This appliance is not intended for use by persons(including children) with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a
person responsible for their safety.
* Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
* Do not allow children use it.
* Unplug the appliance even during short-term absence.
* The iron must not left unattended while it is connected to the supply.
* The plug must be removed from the socket-outlet before the water reservoir is filled
with water.
* If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer , its service
agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
* Do not use the dry steam iron if the appliance itself cable or the plug are damaged.
* Do not immerse the dry steam iron into water.
* Keep the cable away from hot steam plate.
* Let the steam iron completely cool down storing.
* Always keep the instruction manual. In case the steam iron is given away to a third
person instruction manual must be handed over, too.
* Note: Before first use test with an old tissue whether the steam plate and water tank



are clean. Some parts have been slightly greased, thus smoke can raise during first use.
This should stop after some moments.
* the iron must be used and rested on a stable surface;
* when placing the iron on its stand, ensure that the surface on which the stand is placed
is stable;
The iron is not to be used if it has been dropped, if there are visible signs of damage or
if it is leaking.

Use
Remove the protection film from the steam plate before first
use.
You can use your steam iron with usual tap -water. Should
the water harder than 17˚C dH, destilled or demineralized
water has to be used to increase the steam iron’s life span.

Fill in water tank (for steam ironing)
Unplug the appliance an screw the temperature control (7) to position “0” (minimal).
Fill so much water into the tank until the water-level is visible with horizontal by hold
tank in the middle of the transparent window.
Now connect the steam iron with a correctly installed power point.

Temperature control
Put the steam iron upright and select the desired temperature with the temperature
control (7).
By doing so pay attention to the care symbols on the textiles:

• Chemical fibred /synthetic
•• Nature fibred/silk/wool
••• Nature fibred/cotton/linen

Assort your steam laundry to texture and corresponding steam temperature, iron the
sensitive materials with the low steam temperature first as steam iron gets essentially
faster hot than gets cold.
The pilot light (9) indicates that the steam iron gets hot. After the pilot light is off , the
selected temperature has been reached and you can start ironing.

Functions

Water spray
To moist the steam laundry press the button “water spray” (2)
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Dry / Steam
You can fix the steam intensity directly by turning the steam function
“0”= steam dry =maximum steam outflow

Burst of steam
To reach a burst of steam, press the button “short burst of steam” (2).
Attention: Only, use the steam push button when the steam iron has 
reached the steam or maximum temperature.
Do not press this button more than 3 times at once.

Keeping/Cleaning/Care
Switch the steam iron off (Put control-position to minimum temperature; see mark on
water tank) and unplug. Put the steam iron upright and let it completely cool down, empty
the water tank.
Remove residues from steam sole with a vinegar-water solution. Rub the cabinet with
a moisted cloth and finally rub it dry.

Automatic electricity interruption for security
In case the installed thermostat gets out of order the power supply will stop automatically
to avoid the steam iron to overheat. In this case the steam iron has to be repaired by the
service point.

ANTI-CLAC SYSTEM
A special resin filter inside the water reservoir softens the water and prevents scale
build-up in the plate
The resin filter is permanent and does not need replacing.
Please note:
Use tap water only.Distilled and/demineralised water makes the “Zero-Clac” anti-clac
system ineffective by altering its physicochemical characteristics.
Do not use chemical additives,scented substances or decalcifiers.Failure to comply with
the above-mentioned regulations to the loss guarantee.

Self-Clean
The function of self-clean is to clean the soleplate when you use this iron about half of
year.
You must be:
1. Fill the iron and plug in;
2. When the temperature attaches “MAX”, press the self-clean-Button for about 1 minute;
3. Plug into power in order to dry the water in soleplate off
4. Conduct self-cleaning only with a basin to collect all water. Otherwise the hot water
will be spilled maybe over the user.
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Cleaning / Care
According to frequency of use it is recommended that you should monthly clean the
steam iron-this will increase the steam iron’s life span.
* Fill the water tank half with water.
* Put the steam iron upright.
* Put the thermostat (7) to the “max”-position and connect the steam iron with the mains.
* Water until the steam iron is completely hot (the pilot light switches out).
* Unplug the steam iron.
* Hold the steam iron horizontally over the wash - basin.
* Put the steam function (2) to the maximum – position (cleaning). In this position it can
be pulled a bit upwards.
* Now hot water and steam are coming out of the apparatus. Residues like e.g. chalk
depositions (if available) should be washed away with the water coming out.
* Simulate the ironing move until the water tank is almost empty.
* Put thermostat (7) to the “max”- position, let the steam iron become hot again. The
remaining tank water vaporizes and comes out through the apparatus.
* We recommend moving the steam iron over an old tissue during this process.

FEATURES
• NON-STICK(TEFLON) SOLEPLATE
• ANTI-CALC
• DRY, SPRAY, STEAM, STEAM ON/OFF
• VERTICAL STEAM,
• BURST OF STEAM,
• ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE
• SAFETY CUT OFF
• SELF CLEANING
• 240ML WATER TANK CAPACITY
• AC220-240V, 50/60Hz, 2200W

Correct Disposal of this product
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other 
household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment
or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to

promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please
use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was
purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe recycling.
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